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What got planned on our…

Winter Maintenance
Shutdown Week?
This season’s issue was actually written just
before we closed down for our usual week in December to perform all the repairs and maintenance that
can’t be done when we’re open. That’s why the headline reads ‘what got planned’ instead of ‘what got
done’, because I don’t know. You never know.
We didn’t have a bunch of high intensity installations or renovations planned, that’ll be later in the
year, (see related article, ‘Projects’ on page 2) so what we
had planned is probably what got done, but who
knows, around here.
We had all the usual routine
stuff to do that we do every year.
These jobs included, shampooing
the carpets and upholstery, deep
cleaning the kitchen and dining
room, pressure washing the range
hood, testing all the fire panels and
automatic systems, the gathering
together and annual servicing of
every fire extinguisher on the property, removal of any dangerous trees or branches and
the usual ’re & re’ of the floors in the lounge, dining
room and office. (see photo, above)
In addition, we had our buddy Mark in to paint
the hallways in the main lodge and do any repairs or
touch ups that were needed in any of the other cabins.
Tom, our fabulous accountant, planned to
change all the light fixtures in the dining room over to
nice and very dimmable, l.e.d. fixtures and if the results
in the rumpus room are any indication, the dining room
will be looking smashing by the time you read this.
Our high tech, tree watering, domestic water
collection and treatment system got a full-professional
service, the kitchen should have a new fire door at the
entrance to the basement stairway, now with a window
for safety, and lots of little sanding, painting and ‘fixity
-uppity’ jobs will have been completed as well.
It either all went well, or it didn’t. Either way,
the staff party on Friday was probably lots of fun.

...by

Richard Hill

I Suppose We Have to Have a ….

Stupid Covid Update
Okay, but this won’t take
long because everything is nearly
pretty much back to ‘normal’, if
anything around here can be
called ‘normal’.
After nearly three years
of either restricted occupancy or total closure (10
months, total) the only things that have not fully returned,
still due to ’covid’, as of press time, are the Saturday
night Libations service and the upbeat dance after dinner that evening.
The Shuttle service is not back yet, not because
of covid, but due to the labour shortage and the fact
that the only people here with the license required to
drive passengers are Ilse, from the kitchen, our previously mentioned accountant, Tom and myself. This is
not enough people to cover the whole week and we
can’t really have holes in the schedule where we can
pick you up but not be able to take you back. Running
on a ‘hit and miss’ schedule would not work, either.
The reasoning behind the lingering ‘covid’ restrictions on the Saturday features are because as we
headed into the Autumn season, months ago, the possibility of another ‘spike’ was quite real. As Fall proceeded we encountered a difficult flu season with respiratory illness still very much in the headlines.
Most of you will have read a version of this in
the last issue, but we felt that it was best not to push
our, and your, luck by promoting activities that saw
guests gathered together in dense groups, either eating
cheese or dancing. As previously mentioned, a cautious
approach helped us get to where we are now, so we felt
it was best to continue.
Having said that, since this issue is current until
March, you may be eating cheese and dancing at the
same time, while you’re reading this. That’s why I put
a picture of the band (older, we miss Colin) in this article.
We plan to re-instate all the things that guests
seemed to enjoy about the place as soon as we think it
is safe and will be accepted without stressing too many
people out. It was fun then, it’ll probably be fun again.
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News from the Lodge.

What Have We Got Planned for…

Upcoming special projects?
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We Can’t Go Backwards, or Stay the Same…

Entertainment Update:

Well, we don’t have many huge plans for the
This is a photo of our
coming season, because two of the ones on the books
Friday night, former ‘Lobby
are pretty significant from both a cost and complexity
Jam’ band. From Left to
perspective.
Right: a guest, I think it’s
The probably simpler but more expensive one
Jim, Gary, Rob, me, John and
involves replacing the whole equipment line in the
Charlene.
kitchen. This entails buying and installing two new,
I say ‘former’ not bestacking convection ovens, one 36”, six burner range
with oven and a 60”, dual oven, four cause covid broke up the band or people moved away or we
burner range, with a 36” grill, (photo had ‘creative differences’ and don’t talk to each other anydoes not show grill).
more. It’s because it’s not in the lobby anymore.
Which sounds, okay a bit
Regular readers of this newsletter will know that I
pricey, but pretty straightforward
often featured articles about our little dance with the liquor
until you consider that, due to sup- control branch over the fact that the lobby wasn’t licensed
ply issues, we’ll have to do this
so you couldn’t carry your $4.00 glass of house wine
while
we’re
open.
The
units
will
through the lobby to the lounge without being an outlaw.
The Mighty Garland
obviously be installed over several
Well, now that the five year discussion has wrapped
G60 - 4G36R
days, one at a time, but it will still
up, the lobby is now licensed, but only for 12 people.
entail removing a dining room door and the baking
So, downstairs we go. At first I resented the idea
counter, bringing them in through the front door and
because we were forced into it and the lobby was fun and
wheeling them through the lounge and dining room.
lively. However, after the first session downstairs, I began
Tickets for watching the events will be available to appreciate the ‘speakeasy nightclub atmosphere’ of the
soon, but not on Ticketmaster.
rumpus room. Not to mention the better lighting, less
The second job, that
crowding, pleasant acoustic, fireplace and the fact that the
shouldn’t have as big of a price
people in the office can now actually hear what you’re saytag but will involve a lot more
ing on the phone.
innovation, planning and logisSo, our usual lineup will feature
tics, that some of you may have
an informal, ‘Rumpus Jam’ downstairs
read about previously, because
of most Friday nights, followed by the
it’s been planned for awhile and
all jazz sounds of ‘Jazz Monkey’ in the
delayed a couple of times, is the
main lounge on Saturday, featuring the
The Pool; Full.
replacement of the big, 12” gate
Just the way we like it. fabulous Ms. Jo Deslippe making playvalve at the very bottom of the
ing the piano look effortless.
pool that has been providing dependable service for
Once things settle back to
nearly 70 years, but has served it’s time.
‘normal’ (see related article, ‘covid’ pg. 1) and the Saturday
This will involve draining the pool sometime in night dances come back, Jo will be joining us in that group
the Spring, before ‘pool season’, and plugging the open- as well. We don’t want to lose her after all the tremendous
ing from the outside. A combination of inflatable blad- music she’s provided to help us through this pandemic nonder, turned wooden plug, metal securing strap and prob- sense. She’s sat in on a couple of gigs and it’s been great.
ably concrete seal will be used, probably in conjunction
If It’s 2023 when you’re reading
with a pump, in case it leaks a bit, like it probably will.
The old valve will then be cut and jackhamthis, Skip to the Next Story.
mered out of its place, an insert and bolting flange will
A Quieter Christmas This Season
be attached to the existing pipe and the new valve, that
we already are preparing for service, will be bolted on.
Because we haven’t returned to Libations and more
The outside plug will be removed, the pool will crowded activities quite yet, we won’t be featuring libations
be filled and you can jump in.
every night or the usual beverage service and bar that holiIt’ll all be as simple as that. If anybody has any day season guests have been used to for the past while.
experience with this kind of thing, please leave me a
Due to the ’regular’ nature of service this year, the
message in the office.
extra surcharge that was usually applied at Christmas will
Good thing we have the fabulous Lance Goldy, not be charged. There will still be little perks and treats and
veteran of many tricky projects here, on the job with us. this will hopefully be the last year of austerity and caution.
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News from the Lodge.
Sadly, Not Much Choice …

Rates to Increase in 2023
I suppose anybody who has been grocery
shopping probably saw this coming. Tom just gave
me the numbers and our food cost, year to date for
November in 2022 was up a whopping 40%. Once
cost of living raises for staff and newer expenses
like medical coverage and paid sick days are added
in, the bottom line is that any projections and forecasts made last year at this time are not much help
anymore.
Therefore I am not happy to announce that
our room rates for 2023 will be increasing by the
amount equal to a cheap glass of house wine at a
bargain restaurant, two half-sweet, non-dairy, venti, caramel macchiatos, a single pork chop or a
head of lettuce which is $9.00 (nine dollars) per
night, per person, starting on January 2nd.
While this may sound like a lot, it seems to
be in line with increases in lots of other areas. I
would encourage anyone who may be upset with
this news to look around a little bit and check prices at other resorts remembering that we include the
food and kayaks and stuff and our house wine is
only $4.25 a glass.
Please remember that our office staff are
not responsible for this and I will invite any concerns to be addressed to myself personally.
What’s Going On With The…

Next Door Neighbours?
Basically, nothing drastic. The people that
bought the six acre piece next to Tara’s house at
the end of the driveway are putting up a utility
building before they build their ‘forever house’. As
mentioned in the last issue, they seem like nice,
decent people and are very considerate to their new
neighbour.
The work they have done on their portion
next to the ‘border trail’ looks like preparation for a
fence line, which is completely within their rights.
The people that bought the 100-acre
‘remainder’ of the attempted sub-division that is
further down the border trail, seem to be interested
in building a couple of houses, and that looks like
it, for now, we’ll see. I’ve never been surprised.

E.V. ChargEr ‘faCtoid updatE’
Since their installation in September, the
two chargers in the main parking lot have hosted
49 charging sessions for a total of 154.5 hours and
delivered 588.91 kilowatt hours of power. Which
means fewer harmful emissions for us to choke on.
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Just Like Clockwork, it’s your….

Old Timey Photograph(s)
There is more than a little
cabin history in this photo. On the
left is Millie, whom ‘Millie’s’ cabin
is named after and on the right is
Eve Hinton, whom Eve’s cabin is
named after. However the name
hadn’t been changed to ‘Eve’s’ yet
and it was still known as ‘Cedar’. A
group of guests had a name changing ceremony in the 1960’s in July.
Eve drove up every year from
Wichita and never missed a year.
This is my old crane
from the rebuilding of the
lodge days and that is the
Bonus
first frame we put up in FebSection
ruary, 1986 which is located
at the very end of the main
lounge. We found out later
that it seemed extra ‘tippy’
because the previous owner
had welded an extra section
of boom in since he was
working with small logs for
a house. We weren’t. Hence
the challenge and application of the maxim, ‘live and learn’.
This a one of
our brochures from
the 1940’s. It advertised strange and
foreign concepts in
hospitality like,
“The large windows
of the Lodge permit
an uninterrupted
view of the sea and
mountains. The
sleeping accommodations are in the
Lodge or in comfortable rustic cabins and meals are
enjoyed in the attractive Lodge dining room.” Strange times,
indeed. After the rate increase notice earlier, I probably
shouldn’t mention that a couple could enjoy all this in the
comfort of a lodge room with a shower for the amazing low
price of $66.00…..for a week! The address is the same, too.

New Guest Information:

F.A.Q.

....on reserving and re-booking.

...frequently avoided questions

Re-Booking Your Room: In or der to suppor t as many
of our guests who wish to be regular guests as possible,
our reservation system only works for a period of one
year in advance of today’s date. So if you want to come
at the same time, year to year ( for whatever reason, and
we hope you do) you can, because nobody can book 14
months ahead, and take your spot.
Getting Your Own Reservation: We have tr ied, and it
is nearly impossible to maintain a regular ‘Waiting List’
because there are too many different dates and accommodation types.
If you’re in someone else’s spot (ie: holding a
friend’s reservation for them) we will be re-booking the
spot for them, but you can ask them to put a ‘would like
another reservation’ request on their reservation, so if we
get a cancellation we call them and can get you in.
If you call the office and we don’t have the room
you’d like, its suggested that you book whatever we have
and ask that a ‘would like upgrade’ be noted. If a better
room comes available, you’ll have a chance at it, depending on who requested an upgrade first.
Try calling us two weeks ahead of your preferred
date, that is when lots of people cancel because they can
still get their deposits refunded if they give us that much
notice.
Don’t forget to check the website for our ’post it
note’ vacancy page, at yellowpointlodge.com and keep
your eye on our Facebook page, as well.

...and on more general policies.
Cellphones and Laptops: ar e fine anywher e except, at
the request of a lot of guests, in the main lounge and dining room. The lobby is fine, and the downstairs lounge is
encouraged. However ‘E-readers’ and ‘tablets’ are okay
in the big, main room (they’re more discrete) . We don’t have
wi-fi, and probably never will.
Drinking in the Hot Tub: is a big health and safety
risk, and, I’m afraid has to be on our ‘strictly prohibited’
list. This is for everyone’s well being. Please enjoy beverages before of after, but not during your visit to the hot
tub. It’s not a ‘licensed’ area, anyway.
Really general policies: ar e pr obably defined as ‘the
Golden Rule’. We don’t have a ton of specific rules
around here, (exception: above) and since we seem to attract a fairly well behaved, top quality group of guests,
rules and regulations are seldom an issue. We like people
to have all the fun they want (hence the sprung dance
floor) but not at the expense of our other guests enjoyment.

How come I can’t bring my own wine
into the lounge or dining room?
Basically, it’s because we have a liquor licence.
We are permitted to sell alcoholic beverages to our
guests for their enjoyment in our public areas, but if you
wish to furnish your own drinks, they’ll have to be enjoyed in the comfort, or Spartan surroundings, of your
room or cabin. We are not participating in the ‘corkage’
program, due to the difficulty of monitoring and the fact
that our liquor pricing ‘mark-up’ policy is very modest.
Why are you so particular about what
my special diet is?
Firstly, if you have a serious allergy or medical
condition, we want to make absolutely certain that we get
it right. Secondly, one way that we maintain our fairly
reasonable rates is by serving our meals ‘banquet’ or
‘boy scout camp’ style. If you have a serious dietary condition or are a committed vegetarian, for example, our
staff will do everything possible to accommodate you.
On the other hand, if your diet is optional, or a preference
it makes it a lot harder on the kitchen. The bottom line is:
if you’ve told us you don’t eat pork, then order bacon, we
will gently ask you to reconsider your dietary request.
What’s the deal with live music here?
The owner of the lodge, Richard Hill (me) played
a lot of music earlier in life and has some talented neighbourhood friends. On most Friday nights there is an informal ‘acoustic jam’ in the lobby and, on Saturdays at
9:00 a swinging, vintage styled, rock ‘n’ roll dance party
(complete with trophy) in the main lounge (always done
by 11:00). (temporarily unavailable) However, sometimes my friends have an ’off site’ gig with their Beatles
tribute band, so I try to book Jo Deslippe for ‘Jazz Monkey’ but there is no guarantee. On any day of the week,
any guest who entertains the other guests with any form
of musical talent, will receive at least one complimentary
beverage. I always said “ If I ever get to be the boss, I’m
going to give the band free drinks!”
Do you mind if I feed the dogs?
Since both dogs meet a lot of people, and the big
one is a muffin hound, we kindly request that, no matter
how ‘persuasive’ (ie: mooch-happy little bums) they are,
please don’t ever feed the dogs even the tiniest little bite.
They really add up (one little bite X 95 guests = puppy
cardiac) and most of the snacks that they would mooch
off of you are not healthy for them, at all . They get fed
plenty at home, no matter what they tell you.

